
Managed Security Services  
for Premier Members

DynTek’s Managed Security 
Services Incorporate:

 h Advanced 24x7x365 monitoring 
and alerting of on-premises and 
cloud workloads

 h Combined AI & human 
intelligence for rapid detection 
and response 

 h Subject matter experts with 
response, forensics, and triage 
expertise 

 h Near real-time alerting & 
management 

 h Customized solutions based on 
client needs and risks 

 h Use of state-of-the-art 
technology to prevent, detect, 
and respond to threats — SIEM 
license included

 h Keep or update your existing 
security tools 

Premier Healthcare recently awarded DynTek a Group Purchasing Agreement for Hardware,  
Software and Services in the inaugural Cybersecurity Category – Contract Number PP-IT-232
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With the proliferation of advanced threats and ransomware, 
healthcare organizations are required to establish a 
comprehensive prevention and detection strategy and timely  
response and remediation measures to counteract multiple 
simultaneous security threats. And the effort and cost to 
assemble and hire your own staff to perform around the clock  
monitoring can be a daunting task.

Security. Managed. Simplified 
Focus on your business. We focus on your security.

DynTek provides 24×7x365 threat monitoring, hunting, alerting,  
and mitigation through a world class Security Operations Center.  
Your data never leaves your premise. We serve as an extension 
of your IT and/or your security department. You can focus on  
your core business knowing your organization’s data and assets  
are protected and secure for a fraction of the cost of hiring full-
time security resources. 

Our Security Operations Center (SOC) is a state-of-the-art 
operations offering that leverages the strengths of human 
intelligence and artificial intelligence. This combination positions  
us to cutdown on the time it takes to identify real cyber threats 
to your organization so that real threats can be investigated and 
responded to faster for increased protection to your business.
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TOP 10
THREATS
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  Phishing     
   Attacks

Brute  
Force 

   Attacks

Denial of
   Attacks

    Social
 Engineering                  

Our SOC analysts are security professionals at heart, we don’t staff just 
people who monitor, but rather security minded and trained experts who  

can properly respond to security alarms.
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Comprehensive Security Coverage 
We protect your SaaS, Cloud IaaS, and on-premises endpoints  
with efficiency and trust. Our approach to securing your  
environment revolves around resiliency. Our team  
focuses on identifying the potential entry points  
of hackers, and then informing you of different  
options that you leverage to protect your network.  
We partner with you to understand your risk  
and work on diminishing it via continuous  
monitoring. As part of or our managed  
security services, we can provide:

The DynTek Solution
DynTek helps design a healthcare security system using an “assumed breach” approach focused on identity  
and access — the pillars of a dynamic, effective threat defense. This type of security architecture is built  
around the key elements of the network — endpoints, systems, and data. The DynTek security offering includes  
legal and regulatory guidance, risk management, data security, security solutions, threat management, 
and managed service offerings.

 h Threat intelligence

 h User and entity behavior analysis

 h Vulnerability detection

 h File integrity monitoring of critical data

 h Asset discovery

 h Intrusion detection

 h Forensics and incident response

 h Compliance reporting

 h And many other capabilities


